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FACTORISABLE RIGHT ADEQUATE SEMIGROUPS
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On a semigroup S the relation S£* is defined by the rule that (a, b) e ££* if and only if
the elements a, b of S are related by Green's relation SB in some oversemigroup of S. It
is well known that for a monoid S, every principal right ideal is projective if and only if
each SB*-class of S contains an idempotent. Following (6) we say that a semigroup with
or without an identity in which each i?*-class contains an idempotent and the
idempotents commute is right adequate. A right adequate semigroup S in which
eSnaS = eaS for any e2 = e, aeS is called right type A. This class of semigroups is
studied in (5).

Inverse semigroups are right adequate and in this case SB* = SB. In (2) a class of
inverse semigroups, called factorisable inverse semigroups is studied. One of the main
results is that any inverse semigroup can be embedded in a fundamental factorisable
inverse semigroup. In view of Proposition 1.2 in (5) and the results of Section 3 in (2) it
follows that for any right type A monoid S there is a fundamental factorisable inverse
semigroup F and a faithful embedding d of S into F such that, if a,beS and a SB*b
then adSBbd. In spite of this we find in (3) that factorisable right type A monoids which
are not inverse semigroups play a role in the investigation of proper right type A
covers. It therefore seems worthwhile to make a study of factorisable right adequate
semigroups in general and this paper is devoted to such a study. The approach adopted
closely follows that used in (2).

An inverse semigroup S is called factorisable if S = GE for some subgroup G and set
of idempotents E in S. Analogously we define a weak factorisable right adequate
semigroup to be a right adequate semigroup S in which there is a left cancellative
monoid T and a set of idempotents E in S such that S = TE. In this case S is
necessarily a monoid and the identity of T is the identity of S. In Section 2 this notion
will be specialised to define factorisable right adequate semigroups.

Sections 3 and 4 are concerned with the study of factorisable right adequate
semigroups which are semilattices of left cancellative monoids. In the final section we
characterise the semigroups which are direct products of a left cancellative monoid and
a semilattice with greatest element. These semigroups are just the proper factorisable
right adequate semigroups which are semilattices of left cancellative monoids.

We adopt the terminology and notation of (8).

1. Preliminaries

The following result from (7), (9) and (10) gives a useful alternative description of the
relation SB*.
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Lemma 1.1. Let a and b be elements in a semigroup S. Then the following are
equivalent:

(i) (a,b)e<£*,
(ii) for all x, y e S1, ax = ay if and only if bx = by.

Corollary 1.2. If e is an idempotent of a semigroup S, then for any aeS the following
are equivalent:

(i) (e,a)e<£*,
(ii) ae = a and ax = ay implies ex = ey for any x, y € S1.

Let S be a right adequate semigroup with semilattice of idempotents E and a be an
element in S. The i£*-class in S containing a is denoted by L*. It follows from the
commutativity of the idempotents in S that each i?*-class contains a unique idempotent
which is denoted by a*. For any a, b e S it is easy to see that (ab)* = (a*b)*. From (5)
we have that S is right type A if and only if ea = a(ea)* for any e2 = e, a e S.

In (6) the largest congruence piL contained in if* on S was shown to be given by

HL = {(a, b)eSxS; (ea)* = (eb)* for all e £E1}

From (4) and (6) we have:

Proposition 1.3. Let S be a right type A monoid with semilattice of idempotents E.
Then the following are equivalent:

(i) E is central,
(ii) <£* is nL,

(iii) S is a semilattice of left cancellative monoids.

Let S be a right adequate semigroup with set of idempotents E. Define cronS by:

aab if and only if ae = be for some e e £ .

If S is a right type A monoid, then from (5) <r is the minimum left cancellative
congruence on S.

A right type A monoid S is called proper if a D if* = i in S. The proper right type A
monoids have been characterised in (5).

2. Basic properties

Let S be a right adequate semigroup with semilattice of idempotents E. Define S on
S by a S b if and only if a = be for some eeE. We conclude from (1) or easily verify
that S is a partial order on S. If S is a right type A monoid, then ^ is compatible and
the minimum left cancellative congruence on S is:

<r = {(a, b ) e S x S ; 3 c e S such that c^

Let S be any right adequate semigroup and T be a subsemigroup of S. Define

<oT = {x e S; x S t for some t e T}.

It is straightforward to prove the following proposition:
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Proposition 2.1. Let S be a right adequate semigroup. Tbe a left cancellative monoid
in S and E be a set of idempotents in S. Then the following are equivalent:

( ) ,
(ii) for each seS there exists te T such that s^t,

(iii) S = wT.

Now let S be a right type A monoid and T be a subsemigroup of S. Then as a
consequence of the compatibility of Si we get coT is a subsemigroup of S and that it can
be written as TE where E is a set of idempotents in S. If T is a left cancellative monoid
and E c <oT, then wT is a weak factorisable right adequate semigroup and the proof of
the following lemma is clear.

Lemma 2.2. Let Sbe a right type A monoid and Tbe a left cancellative submonoid of
S. Then a>T is a full subsemigroup of S which is weak factorisable.

Lemma 2.3. Let S be a right adequate monoid. Then L* is a left cancellative
submonoid.

Proof. For any a, beLf, (ab)* = (a*b)* = (lb)* = b* = 1 so that L? is closed and is
thus a submonoid of S. It follows from Corollary 1.2 that L* is left cancellative.

The inverse semigroup S is factorisable if S = GE where G = Lx is a subgroup of S
and 1 is the identity of S (2). To get an analogue of this formula in right adequate
semigroups S one needs to have S = L*E. Let S be a weak factorisable right adequate
semigroup, say, S = TE. In order to obtain an appropriate analogue of factorisable
inverse semigroups in the right adequate case, it seems essential to impose the
condition that Ts l / f , that is, tSE*\ for any teT

We now define a right adequate monoid S to be factorisable if S is weak factorisable
as S = TE and TQL*.

In the rest of this section S will denote a right adequate monoid.
If S is factorisable as S = TE, say, then T e L f so that S = L^E.
Now suppose that S = L*E for some set of idempotents E in S. Then an element x

of S may be written as x = te for some teL*, eeE and so x* = (te)* = t*e = e. Thus e is
uniquely determined by x and x*eE for all xeS, so that E is the semilattice of
idempotents of S.

In the next theorem which is an analogue of Theorem 2.2 in (2), we give some
alternative characterisations of factorisable right adequate semigroups.

Theorem 2.4. The following are equivalent where E is the semilattice of idempotents
ofS;

(i) S is factorisable,
(ii) S = L*E,

(iii) S = wL*,
(iv) L* = L*e for any eeE.

Proof. It is clear that (i), (ii) and (iii) are equivalent. If S = L*E; then as noted
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above, for an element x = te of S, we have x* = e. Hence x e L* if and only if x = te
where teL*, that is, L* = L*e.

If L* = L*e for any eeE , then clearly

S= U L * = U i f e = L*E.
eeE eeE

Corollary 2.5. Ler S be a right type A monoid with semilattice of idempotents E. Then
o)L* is the largest factorisable full subsemigroup of S.

Proof. Since L* is a left cancellative monoid, we have by Lemma 2.2 that CJL* is a
weak factorisable full subsemigroup of S. But <oL* = L*E so that by Theorem 2.4, <oL*
is factorisable. Clearly any full factorisable subsemigroup of S has the form TE for
some left cancellative monoid T^S. Hence 1 must be a member of T. Now if t e T,
eeE and t, e are i?*-related in S, they are S£*-related in TE and so it follows from
Theorem 2.4 that e = l. Hence T^L^ and TE^GJL* giving the desired result.

Corollary 2.5 can be considered as a generalisation of the main part of Theorem 2.3
in (2).

We are now in a position to show that when specialised to the inverse case, our
definition yields the factorisable inverse semigroups of (2). To demonstrate this fact, let
S be an inverse semigroup with semilattice of idempotents E. In particular, S is a right
adequate semigroup in which S6 = SB*. If S is factorisable in the sense of our definition,
then S is a monoid and S = LXE. In order to see that S is factorisable according to the
definition of (2) one only needs to show that _La is a subgroup of S. By Lemma 2.3, Lt

is a submonoid. Let t e Lt and r"1 be the inverse of t in S so that t~1t = l. Let tt'1 = e
so that ( r 1 )* = e. Since S is factorisable in our sense, r 1 = tj where fx eLufe E. Then
(t~1)* = f so that e = / and t~1 = t1e. Hence 1 =t~*t = txet = txt; it follows that r 1 = h
and Lj is a subgroup of S.

On the other hand, if S is a factorisable inverse semigroup in the sense of (2), then
S = GE where G = L1; so that by Theorem 2. 4, S is factorisable in our sense.

3. Central idempotents

In this section the class of factorisable right adequate semigroups which have central
idempotents will be investigated. We begin with

Lemma 3.1. Let S be a right type A monoid with set of idempotents E and p be a
congruence contained in ££* on S. Then for any eeE,ep is a left cancellative monoid.
Further:

ep c EeC, ={xeS;xf = fx for any fe Ee}

Proof. Certainly ep is a subsemigroup of S. Since p^3?*,ep^L*. Let aeep and
feEe. Then we have (fa, fe) e p, that is, (fa, f) e p £ if* so that (fa)* = /. Since S is right
type A, we get; fa = a(fa)* = af and aeEeC Therefore epQEeC- In particular,
ea = ae = a for any a 6 ep. If a, b, c £ ep and ca = cb then ca = eb, that is, a = b. Hence
ep is a left cancellative monoid with identity e.
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As mentioned in (6), when studying right adequate semigroups, congruences con-
tained in J£* replace the idempotent-separating congruences of the inverse theory.
With this in mind we see that the following proposition is a generalisation of Theorem
4.3 in (2).

Proposition 3.2. Let S be a right type A monoid with semilattice of idempotents E
and 1 the identity of S. Let pbe a congruence contained in ££* on S and S' = (lp)E. Then
S' is a factorisable right type A monoid with central idempotents.

Proof. By Lemma 3.1. lp is a left cancellative monoid contained in E£. Let
x, y € S'. Then x = af,y = bg for some a, b e lp and /, g e E and because lp c EC, xy =
afbg = abfg so that xy e S'. Clearly E c S'. Therefore S' is a full subsemigroup of S and
so S' is a right type A monoid. Because t e lp implies teL*(S') then S' is factorisable.
Since l p s E £ , it is clear that the idempotents of S' are central.

Corollary 3.3. If S is a right type A monoid, then S contains a largest factorisable full
subsemigroup with central idempotents.

Proof. Let jiL be the maximum congruence contained in if* on S as denned in
Section 1. Let T — l(xL. Put S' = TE where E is the semilattice of idempotents of S. By
Proposition 3.2, S' is a factorisable full subsemigroup of S with central idempotents.
Suppose H is a factorisable full subsemigroup of S with central idempotents. Then by
Theorem 2.4, H = NE where N is the iP*-class in H which contains 1. Then en = ne
for any n e N, e e E, so that (en)* = (nc)* = le = el and (n, 1)e /xL, that is, n e lu,L. Thus
Ncl , i , L = T. Therefore H = NE^TE = S'.

We observe that if, in Corollary 3.3, S has central idempotents, then by Proposition
1.3, /xL=if* and so S' = lfiLE = L*E = <oL* is the largest factorisable full subsemi-
group of S considered in Corollary 2.5.

Now we turn to the structure of factorisable right adequate semigroups with central
idempotents. We begin by recalling (see (8) or (11)) that if S is a semilattice % of
semigroups Sa, a e S , then S is a strong semilattice of the Sa's if there exist linking
homomorphisms <f>as: Sa —> S0 whenever a S /} satisfying

(i) <paa is the identity map on Sa,
(ii) ^ , Y = ^ , a g p 5 7 ,

(iii) if a e Sa and b e SB, then ab = (a<t>aM^)(b<}>eap).
If ^ has a greatest element i and (3, 7 e "3/ with |3 > y, then

and so we have the following lemma.

Lemma 3.4. Euery linking homomorphism is onto if and only if <f>^a is onto for all

From (4), we know that a right adequate semigroup has central idempotents if and
only if it is a strong semilattice of left cancellative monoids. Specialising to the case of
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factorisable monoids, we have

Theorem 3.5. Let S be right adequate monoid with central idempotents and suppose
that S is a strong semilattice ty of left cancellative monoids Ta(ae^/). Then S is
factorisable if and only if every linking homomorphism <f>aS is onto.

Proof. Let ea be the identity of Ta. If a e Ta and a^£*ep, then ae3 = a so that a ^ 0.
On the other hand aea = a so that cpea = ee and |3 ̂  a. Hence a = (i and it follows that
T =L*

dearly if i is the greatest element of <S/, then et = 1. Now by Theorem 2.4, S is
factorisable if and only if L* = L*ea for each a e<&. For a, (3 e <3f with ag(3 and xe Ta

we have x<k,p = xe3, so that, in particular, TLea = Tt<f>ta. Hence S is factorisable if and
only if Ta = Tt<k,o for each a e ® , that is, if and only if &,„ is onto for each a € <&. The
result now follows by Lemma 3.4.

4. Direct products

As examples of factorisable right adequate semigroups with central idempotents we
have semigroups of the form S = TxE where T is a left cancellative monoid and E is a
sjsmilattice with greatest element i. Clearly for any (t, e)e S we have (t, e)SE*{\, e) and
E = {(1, c): e e JE} is the semilattice of idempotents of S. Therefore S is a right adequate
semigroup with identity (1, i). Certainly the idempotents are central.

Notice that T is isomorphic to T = Lf1-0 = {((, i): te T} and S = fE. Hence by
Theorem 2.4, S is a factorisable right adequate semigroup.

Further, if (tu et), (t2, e2) € S are such that ((rl5 ej, (t2, e2)) e<e*r\a, then (tu e j * =
(h, e2)*, that is Cj = e2 and there exists (1, /) e E such that (tu Ci)(l, /) = (f2, e2)(l, / ) , so
that tj = t2. Therefore (fl7 e2) = (t2, e2) and S is proper.

The direct part of the following proposition is now evident.

Proposition 4.1. Let S be a semigroup isomorphic to a direct product T x £ of a left
cancellative monoid and a semilattice E with greatest element i. Then

(i) S is a right adequate semigroup which is factorisable as S = TE for some left
cancellative monoid T and subsemilattice E of S.

(ii) every element x in S is uniquely represented in the form x — Je where teT and
eeE.

(iii) eT= te for all eeE and Te T.
Conversely, any semigroup which satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii) is isomorphic to the direct

product of the left cancellative monoid T and the semilattice E.

Proof. To prove the converse part, assume S satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii). We define
6:TxE—>S by (T, e)B = te. It is easily verified that 0 is an isomorphism.

It is clear that Proposition 4.1 is an analogue of Theorem 4.6 in (2) and gives the
conditions for a factorisable right adequate semigroup to be a direct product of its
factors. These semigroups are proper with central idempotents. An alternative descrip-
tion in terms of linking homomorphisms can be given, to do this we need the following
lemma.
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Lemma 4.2. Let S be a right adequate monoid which is a semilattice of left
cancellative monoids {L*: eeE] with linking homomorphisms 4>Cif, e,feE,e § / where E
is the semilattice of S. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) S is proper,
(ii) every linking homomorphism <f>ef is one-to-one.

Proof. If S is proper and a,beL* are such that a<f>eJ = b<j>ef, then af = bf so that
(a, b) e S£* n a. Hence a = b and <peJ is one-to-one. On the other hand, suppose that (ii)
holds and let a,beS be such that (a, b)eif*n<x. Then for some idempotents e,/, we
have a,beL* and af = bf. Hence

a<t>e,ef = aef =af=bf = bef = b$tM

But <j)eef is one-to-one so that a = b and S is proper.

Theorem 4.3. Let S be a factorisable right adequate semigroup which is a semilattice
of left cancellative monoids {L*: e e E}, where E is the semilattice of S. Then the
following are equivalent:

(i) S is proper,
(ii) every linking homomorphism <f>eJ is an isomorphism,

(iii) S is isomorphic to L* x E.

Proof. Since S is factorisable, every linking homomorphism is onto by Theorem
3.5. Thus (i) is equivalent to (ii) by Lemma 4.2.

By the remarks at the beginning of this section we known that L*x.E is proper so
that (iii) implies (i).

Now let S be proper. Since S is factorisable, we have, by Theorem 2.4, S = L*E. If
x e S and x = tle = t2f where tut2^L*, e,feE, then e = (.he)* = {t?j)* = f. Now txe =
t2e gives (tu t2)eJ£* Dor so that tt = t2. Certainly E is central in S. Hence by Proposi-
tion 4.1, S is isomorphic to L*xE, and (iii) holds.

Corollary 4.4. A semigroup is isomorphic to a direct product of a left cancellative
monoid and a semilattice with a greatest element if and only if it is a proper factorisable
right adequate semigroup with central idempotents.
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